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CHARACTERIZATION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL LIME PLASTER FLOORS AND THE STUDY OF
HUMAN ACTIVmES BY CHEMICAL ANALYSIS. L. A. Barba, L. Lazos, and A. Ortiz. Uboratorio
de Prospeccion Arqueologica, Institute de Investigaciones Antropologicas, Universidad Nacional Autonoma
de Mexico, Ciudad Universitaria, Del. Coyoacan 04510, Mexico D.F. Mexico.

Lime plaster is a material made of burned limestone and sand particles. This material constitutes the main coating
element in Mesoamerican structures. The chemical transformation of limestone by heating produces a chemically
homogeneous material. Most human activities made on the floor surface leave chemical evidence in form of residues
that are fixed and preserved into the porous matrix of this calcareous material. The analysis of these chemical
residues can provide archaeologist with useful information to identify areas where human activities took place. The
first part of this work shows the characterization of lime plaster floors from Central Mexico archaeological sites.
The second part describes an analytical approach for the analysis of residues that involves chemical techniques -firom
spot to instrumental test - to characterize the chemical residues. Finally, we show the apphcation of this approach to
the study of human activities in three Mexican archaeological sites.

KINETICS AND MECHANISMS OF METAL CATION SORPTION AT THE MINERAL/WATER INTERFACE.
058. D. L. Sparks, A. M. Scheidegger, D. G. Strawn, and K. G. Scheckel, Plant and

Soil Sciences Department, University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19717-1303.

Metal cation sorption/release on natural materials is often biphasic. A fast
reaction on time scales of minutes to hours is followed by a slow reaction that often
continues for days and months. The mechanism for the slow reaction has been ascribed
to diffusion phenomena, sorption on sites of varying reactivity, and formation of poly-
nuclear surface precipitates. X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopic
studies of Ni(II) and Co(II) sorption on an array of clay minerals and metal oxides
have shown the formation of mixed metal surface precipitates that occur at low metal
sorbate levels and at relatively rapid times. Other studies with larger metal cations
such as Pb(II) do not indicate significant surface precipitation formation. This
overview paper will discuss the elucidation of metal cation sorption mechanisms via
modern in-situ molecular techniques coupled with equilibrium and kinetic approaches.

n=Q EVALUATION OF OXYANION ADSORPTION MECHANISMS ON OXIDES USING
FDR SPECTROSCOPY AND ELECTROPHORETIC MOBILITY. D. L. Suarez, S.
Goldberg, C. Su, and B, A. Manning, USDA-ARS, U.S. Salinity Laboratory, Riverside, CA
92507

An improved understanding of anion adsorption behavior can be obtained by examination
of the bonding configuration of the surface species. In this study we examined adsorbed selenate,
selenite, borate, molybdate, and carbonate species on aluminum and iron oxides using FTIR
spectroscopy in both ATR and DRIFT modes. Using these techniques we distinguish inner-from
outer-sphere adsorption mechanisms and monodentate, bidentate, and binuclear attachments.We also utilize electrophoretic mobiUty measurements of oxide suspensions to determine shifts in
zero points of charge upon oxyanion adsorption. Inner-sphere adsorption can be inferred from a
shift in zero point of charge. Based on these experiments, we deduce inner-sphere adsorption
mechanisms for all oxyanions studied. Hydroxyl release was also consistent with ligand exchange.
Adsorption-desorption rates indicate these reactions are not readily reversible.

ncn SORPTION INDUCED INHIBITION OF REDOX REACTIONS INVOLVING MANGANESE OXIDES.
S. Fendorf. P. M. Jardine, and S. C. Brooks, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID,
838A4-2339; and Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831.

Manganese oxides are one of the most powerful oxidants in soils or sediments. Although
being strong oxidants, their reactivity may be limited by surface coatings. We investigated the
oxidation of Co(ll)-EDTA "̂ by p-MnOj in hydrodynamlc systems and observed that the reaction
was poisoned after a short Initial reaction period. In order to determine surface alterations of
the p-MnOj we used x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to probe the chemical and structural
state of Mn. XAS was performed on porous columns of p-MnOj coated silica reacted with


